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Chapterr 3
Tenn Chimps in a Laboratory:
Orr How a Human Genetic Marker May Become a Good
Geneticc Marker for Typing Chimps.
Introducingg the Argument
Thiss chapter deals with genetic markers. Genetic markers are pivotal
categoriess in the field of population genetics. As was shown in the previous
chapter,, markers are the very object of comparison between individuals, or
populations.. The question in this chapter is, therefore, what is a genetic
marker?? To answer this I will not treat a marker as an entity or an
autonomouss category. Rather, I will "study around it," and examine the
socio-technicall network of laboratory routines in which it is enacted. The
argumentt carried out in this chapter is that genetic markers are technically
andd locally invested, and that this quality co-determines their ability to move
fromm one locale to an other.
Geneticc markers are often presented as innocent tools, as loci present
onn the DNA, which need only the keen eye of technology to make them
emerge.. Population geneticists have become increasingly aware of the lack
off universality of these tools and of the embeddedness of markers in different
populationss and different laboratory practices. Nevertheless the dream of
geneticss is to find universal markers, through trial and error or through largescalee studies. In a way the latter is a quest for the unproblematic tool that
willl make it possible to focus more on populations and less on the
technologyy at hand. One could call this dream the quest for an "unbiased
eye"" that can see without regard to populations or individual. The dream of
goodgood genetic markers is nowhere and everywhere at the same time. Yet
geneticc markers are tools in everyday laboratory practice, developed to meet
thee specific goals and needs of laboratories.
Thiss chapter takes the practicalities of markers seriously and considers
howw laboratory work is involved in them. A case involving the typing of
chimpp DNA is studied in order to show that the DNA fragment, the technical
meanss to visualise that fragment, and the goals for studying DNA all become
constituentt parts of a genetic marker. All these investments contribute to
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markerss and, hence, to what may count as a good genetic marker at the
specificc sites where markers are being crafted.

Markers:: A Round-table Discussion
Lett me take you to a round-table discussion that took place after three
dayss of conferring on human genome diversity.1 The theme was genetic
markers.. To quote some remarks made by a number of participants:
"A list of markers should be made, as an indication to newcomers in
thee field and in order to compare the different data" (Jaume
Bertranpetit). .
"Whatt are good genetic markers?" (Svante Paabo)
"Wee need to have some consent about the markers so as to compare
thee results" (Lucca Cavalli-Sforza).
"Wee need markers that are selectively neutral to different population
structures"" (Sir Walter Bodmer).
"Preferablyy markers that do not require use of radioactivity" (Svante
Paabo). .
"Criteriaa for markers should be that they show variation between
populations"" (Lucca Cavalli-Sforza).
"Whatt we need right now is a list of priority markers" (Jaume
Bertranpetit). .
"Whatt is the use of such a list if people aren't working with it
anyway?"" (Brian Sykes)
"Onee could recommend things now, but it would be preferable to
choosee a democratic procedure, such as people reacting from their
ownn experience of research" (Svante Paabo)."
Thiss discussion was part of the conference Human Genome Variation
inin Europe: DNA Markers held in Barcelona in 1995. The conference was
aimedd at fine-tuning a variety of laboratory practices, scientific goals, and
criteriaa for population genetic research, by paying special attention to an
importantt category to this field, namely genetic markers. A "list of priority
markers"" should do the job of fine-tuning.4 Particularly the last two remarks
quoted,, indicate that this is not an easy job. Moreover the round-table
discussionn revealed a tension between various local needs, interests, goals,
andd practices. The question raised by one of the participants, namely: "what
aree good genetic markers?" hints at a variety of practices and suggests that
markerss bear this tension as well.
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Inn order to understand the tension, we will consider how markers are
appliedd in daily laboratory practice and how they may become good genetic
markers.. A laboratory case will be analysed to examine the practicalities of
markerss and how they mediate the local and global goals of scientists aiming
att developing a universal approach to genetic diversity. For this purpose we
willl enter a forensic laboratory concerned with identifying human
individuals.. This case, however, is not about humans but about chimpanzees.
Lett us first take a closer look at a definition of a marker.

Markers:: A Definition
"Marker:: an identifiable physical location on a chromosome whose
inheritancee can be monitored. Markers can be expressed regions of DNA
(genes),, a sequence of bases that can be identified by restriction enzymes,
orr a segment of DNA with no known coding function but whose pattern of
inheritancee can be determined [...]." 5

AA marker may thus be understood as a specified fragment of the DNA
thatt is inherited unchanged from one individual by another. These fragments
cann be identified by their "physical location" on the DNA and can be
monitoredd by geneticists.

Nott the DNA but a Marker
Geneticistss do not study the whole DNA of an individual or a
population,, but only small fragments. Why?
Thee DNA molecule of a human being contains too much information
too be studied as a whole. Consider the fact that geneticists all over the world
havee been constructing and mapping one human genome ever since 1989 and
havee "finished" doing so by the mid of the year 2000. To make the picture
complete,, consider also the fact that what is often referred to as the genome
iss the so-called coding region and makes up only 5% of the whole DNA
molecule.77 The non-coding region is often referred to as "junk DNA" and is
hardlyy ever considered as part of the genome. Thus scientists can only study
smalll fragments of the molecule, either coding or non-coding DNA, defined
byy their interests and research questions. These fragments may be referred to
ass markers. Hence it is not the DNA but genetic markers which are objects
off monitoring.
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Monitoringg and Markers
Thee definition emphasizes the "monitoring" of markers in individuals
inn terms of inheritance. This indicates that markers are objects of
comparison.. Markers cannot be studied in one individual but are dependent
onn comparisons between individuals. Conversely one could say that in
geneticss individuals are not related by blood or even by DNA but by genetic
markers,, and that monitoring these markers means studying how markers
"behave"" in different individuals.
Moreoverr the definition seems to suggest that a genetic marker is both
thee information encoded in the DNA, a "gene" or "some segment of DNA,"
andd also its "physical location," namely a specified sequence and its location
inn the DNA molecule. Whereas the first is concerned with the functioning of
DNA,, namely how genes play a role or how DNA fragments are inherited,
thee second is concerned with where the sequence is and what it looks like in
termss of nucleotide order. The definition embodies both accounts, but there
seemss to be a primacy of the first over the second when the importance of
monitoringg is being considered. A genetic marker is defined as "a physical
locationn [...] whose inheritance can be monitored." Thus the criterion of
monitoringg seems to be a precondition for the physical location to become a
marker.. As indicated, this chapter is concerned with how genetic markers are
enactedd in routine practices, 9 and will therefore examine how "monitoring"
iss done in a laboratory context.
Inn the forensic laboratory, the site of the case investigated here, the
Labb members would rather speak of typing than of monitoring markers.10
However,, to capture the kind of work that is being done in laboratories, I
considerr monitoring instead. Since the interest of this chapter is to
understandd practices and how these practices are involved in genetic
markers,, it seems not a bad idea to analyse that in terms of monitoring.
Monitoringg not only highlights the socio-technical investments of "looking"
butt also underlines that "looking" implies changing an object, that these
changess have to be taken into account in a laboratory setting.11
Lett us now enter the Forensic Laboratory for DNA Research in Leiden
(Labb F). There we will have an encounter with how markers are monitored in
suchh a place.

Markers:: Laboratory Practice
OnOn Monday I8'h March 1996 the rail connection between Amsterdam
CentralCentral Station and Leiden Station was bad. That morning, the Amsterdam
stationstation was a scene of people running from one platform to the other while
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tryingtrying to listen to the information coming through the speakers about their
nextnext possible connection. As a result of this chaos I arrived late on my first
dayday in the laboratory. After having made my way through a labyrinth of
corridors,corridors, I was surprised to be welcomed by a group that had learned about
mymy delay by listening to the radio.
MyMy trip to Leiden was not without preparation. I had asked Lab F for
aa short training course in some of the basic tasks of a technician. After
introducingintroducing me to the lab members, the head appointed a daily supervisor
forfor me, explained the project I was going to work on and promised that
beforebefore the end of the day I would have done my first DNA extraction. Indeed,
inin the afternoon we were extracting DNA from blood. Before I knew it, blood
spotsspots that belonged to ten male chimps known as Fauzi, Carl, Yoran, Zorro
andand their mates had been changed into DNA samples marked as TN0-CH1,
TN0-CH2,TN0-CH2, TNO-CH3, TN0-CH4 and so forth.
ButBut hold on! Wasn't DNA supposed to look white? I asked my
supervisor.supervisor. I explained that I had seen Kenneth Kidd (a population
geneticist)geneticist) on TV, demonstrating a white wool-like substance to the viewer.
WhatWhat we had was a clear solution instead. He told me that we work with
smallsmall amounts of blood and could not extract that much DNA from them. But
thethe tiny bits of DNA would be sufficient because we would be able to copy
them,them, using the PCR machines. Ha, I said, Polymerase Chain Reaction, the
NobelNobel Prize-winning cloning technology I had read about. And we both tried
toto recall the name of its inventor, Kary Mullis. We placed the rack with the
labelledlabelled cups containing DNA in the refrigerator and left the so-called prelab. lab.

Thee Second Day in the Lab

OnOn my second day in the lab I had my first encounter with a genetic
marker.marker. We ran a PCR to test one of the human genetic marker on the
chimps'chimps' DNA, DYS 389 III. Even with the help of a protocol and a
supervisor,supervisor, "setting up" a PCR for the first time proved to be a complex
procedure.procedure. It required using and distinguishing between three different
pipettes,pipettes, which look the same but pipette different volumes; distinguishing
betweenbetween the different chemicals; pipetting and mixing in the right order and
addingadding different solutions to a specified volume of DNA. Undivided attention
waswas crucial here, because you had to do this for various individuals
simultaneously.simultaneously. With such small volumes, it was easy to make mistakes, suc
asas forgetting to add a chemical to a sample, or adding a chemical twice.
AfterAfter having prepared the samples and being instructed about the storage of
thethe different ingredients (DNA samples and various chemicals, also called
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"reagents"),"reagents"), we moved from the pre-lab to the post-lab to load the samples
intointo the PCR-machine.
WhileWhile the PCR was running, my supervisor and I had a talk about
whatwhat was happening to the DNA in there. He made some drawings to explain
it.it. It became clear that the copying of DNA during PCR was a mimicking of
nature.nature. A prefabricated enzyme (a thermostable DNA polymerase), which
waswas part of the solution, assisted this process. Due to a time-de signaled
processprocess of heating and cooling down (the so-called cycles), the doublestrandedstranded DNA is first straightened and pulled apart (the so-called
denaturingdenaturing of DNA) and then copied before it clings back together. The
copiescopies complement the single strands and are produced by using DNA
building-blocksbuilding-blocks (nucleotides) and elongated by the polymerase, all added t
thethe solution. Most important, not the whole DNA but only the marker
fragmentfragment is copied. This is due to the so-called primers: short synthesised
sequencessequences matching the beginning and the end of the marker fragment. By
attachingattaching themselves to the target sequence they expedite the copying of that
specificspecific part of the sequence. In a way, the primers come in between the two
pre-existingpre-existing DNA strands and prevent their clinging together. In the process
ofof becoming a double strand, the primers force the single strand to use the
DNA-buildingDNA-building blocks and to produce a copy. Thus the single strand is forced
toto cling back using a copy instead of an existing single strand of the template
DNA.DNA. The primers not only match the beginning and the end of the target
fragment:fragment: they also mark this fragment. The primers are labelled with
chemicalchemical groups (either radioactive, fluorescent, or biotin groups) which
assistassist the visualisation of the marker fragment after PCR. Moreover, the
processprocess of copying is not linear but exponential; after one PCR cycle the
doubledouble strands of such a fragment would be copied into four, after the next
cycle,cycle, four would have become sixteen, sixteen turns into two hundred and
fiftyfifty six, etc. Within less than two hours there might be a million copies. If
thethe amplification works as expected, the marker fragment is available in
prodigiousprodigious amounts at the end of the PCR run.n
WhenWhen the run was finished, I followed the instructions of my
supervisorsupervisor and loaded the PCR products (the copied template DNA) onto an
agaroseagarose gel for electrophoresis} The agarose gel was placed in a bath
containingcontaining a buffer (EDTA) and had a number of slots into which the PCR
productsproducts had to be loaded. Before this is done the PCR products are taken
upup in a blue coloured solution (the loading mix), which renders visible to the
nakednaked eye how it "migrates" over the gel, once an electric current is
applied.applied. The gel itself plays a key role in the visualisation of the DNA
fragments,fragments, which is not done with the naked eye but with the help of ultra
violetviolet rays. A chemical group (ethidium bromide) added to the solution
beforebefore it sets in the form of gel is crucial to this process. Ethidium-bromide
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bindsbinds to another additive in the PCR-product. This possibility was already
providedprovided during DNA extraction, a so called "chelex extraction." When I
askedasked my supervisor about chelex, he suggested to picture it like tiny pellets
installinginstalling themselves in between the helix shaped DNA. The presence of
thesethese pellets in the PCR products allows for a chemical binding between
chelexchelex and the ethidium bromide in the gel substance, a bond through which
thethe location of a DNA fragment, after electrophoresis, is revealed. The gel
thusthus becomes part of the visualising technology.
WhenWhen loading the gel, the first slot of the gel is usually reserved for
thethe ladder. The ladder is a synthesised compound of DNA fragments whose
sizessizes are known, such as 50bp, WObp, 150bp and so on. Because the ladder
startsstarts to "migrate" together with the rest of the samples, it helps to
determinedetermine the fragment length of those samples.
OnceOnce the samples had been loaded into the gel, the bath covered and
thethe current set to 60V, the samples indeed started to move, leaving a faint
blueblue trace behind. I was instructed to set the timer for twenty minutes.
ConsequentlyConsequently we had to wait that long to undertake the next step. I went out
ofof the lab to have a short break. On my return I found that my supervisor had
interruptedinterrupted the run. He looked surprised and a bit embarrassed when I
entered.entered. He had been unable to wait the twenty minutes wanted to have a
quickquick look at the results by exposing the gel to ultra-violet rays. At the same
timetime he looked very excited and cried out: "They did it, it worked!" Since it
waswas just my second day in the Laboratory, I did not altogether understand
whatwhat he was trying to say. Was he trying to tell me that I had done a good
pipettingpipetting job? A second technician had joined us and he started to point at
thethe orange-coloured bands that had lit up under the ultra-violet rays.]5 I
slowlyslowly understood the nature of their excitement, and only a few days later
diddid I understand the relevance of what we were looking at.
Beforee properly introducing the chimp case, let us have a brief look at
thee information contained in the previous sections. What did we learn about
thee monitoring of a marker and how is it enacted in laboratories?

Monitoringg Markers
Fromm the marker definition introduced above we have learned that
markerss are DNA fragments inherited by one individual from another and
thatt these fragments can be monitored. The encounter with markers in Lab F
illustratess the technological procedures involved in monitoring. There we
learnedd that a marker involves not only the DNA fragment but also technical
proceduress crucial for its visualisation. Monitoring was seen to be a technical
achievementt through which the marker fragment was demarcated as
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visualised.. The fragment was defined as the target fragment by labelled
primers.. The primers together with other synthetic additives expedited the
copyingg of that specific fragment and not other parts of the DNA. Hence to
bee able to monitor the fragment, the template DNA had to be made part of a
technologicall system in which chemicals and gels, the marking of DNA and
copyingg technologies, protocols and precise work are aligned.
Thuss what can be monitored is that part of the DNA which has
successfullyy become part of a technical network, facilitating its visualisation.
Inn laboratories, therefore, a DNA fragment is never by itself: in order to be a
marker,, the fragment must successfully align itself with a number of
technicall procedures.16
Noww why was the Forensic Laboratory developing an interest in
chimpanzees,, and why is it that one can find chimps in Lab F?

Tenn Chimps in the Laboratory
Labb F had received blood samples from five different primates (ten
malee samples from each primate population) from The Biomedical Primate
Researchh Centre: Dutch Primate Centre.17 This Primate Centre had asked
Labb F to explore the possibility of developing genetic passports for primates.
Thee passports would be supplied as chips and inserted into the primates'
bodies.. In 1995 the Dutch government had announced its intention to
"monitor"" the international trade in primates and to restrict their import for
scientificc research as well as for zoos. The idea was to prohibit the import of
primatess into the Netherlands and to breed them as much as possible in the
Primatee Centre, especially primates that were meant for scientific research. It
appearedd to be common practice to mix up the identities of individual
primatess for financial or research reasons. Laboratories would claim to be
experimentingg with the same primate, when actually they would be
experimentingg with a second primate because the first had died. Identifying
primatess by their genes seemed to offer a solution to these problems. A
"geneticc passport" would also be of interest to the Primate Centre as a means
off assessing the loyalty of their clients, i.e., to determine whether they would
predominantlyy buy from the Centre or also from other primate suppliers in
Europe. .
Requestingg Lab F in particular to conduct a pilot study is not that
strange.. As the name of the laboratory indicates, Lab F is a forensic
laboratoryy and has therefore developed an expertise in identifying human
individualss in forensic cases.18 Lab F supplies for the courts DNA evidence,
basedd on DNA analysis, that confirms whether or not two genetic profiles of
suspectt and evidence material coincide. This individuality-producing
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practicee suggests that Lab F might be very appropriate to answer the question
off the Primate Centre. If this lab can identify human individuals, might it not
havee the expertise to identify non-human individuals? This project was also
off interest to Lab F for at least two reasons. If the answer to the question put
byy the Primate Centre proved to be positive, Lab F would have a fair chance
off being asked to produce the genetic passports for all the primates at the
Primatee Centre. The second reason is connected to the Lab's field of
research.. As noted above, the Primate Centre sent only male samples for this
pilott study. This choice is not self-evident, given the goal of the Primate
Centre,, namely to develop genetic passports for all their primates, both male
andd female. Having just introduced a set of Y-chromosomal markers, Lab F
hadd developed an interest in testing these markers for non-human primates.19
Sincee the markers are located on the Y-chromosome, a male-specific
chromosome,, the pilot did not aim at studying male and female primates
equally,, and was provisionally reduced to a male primates project.
Too answer the question of the Primate Centre, namely whether it
wouldd be possible to identify individual primates on the basis of their genetic
makeup,, Lab F scheduled the typing of the chimpanzees first. The lab had
practicall reasons for doing this. It was not altogether clear whether these
humann genetic markers would work in primates under laboratory conditions.
Andd since chimps are considered mankind's next of kin, it made sense to
startt there, where the fewest genetic differences were to be expected.20
Withinn the context of this pilot study, the Primate Centre's question
wass whether the genetic material of Fouzi, Carl, and Zorro could indicate
withh certainty that Fouzi is neither Carl nor Zorro, and so on. Lab F set out to
testt this, using Y-chromosomal markers. In order to understand Lab F's
interestt in these markers, let us take a closer look at the markers themselves.

Y-chromosomall Markers
Inn addition to forensic work, Lab F has also developed research
projectss in the field of population genetics. After attending a forensic
meetingg in Berlin in 1995, the head of the Lab established a joint project
withh another forensic lab in the former East Berlin.21 The laboratory in
Berlinn had a set of Y-chromosomal markers and was seeking joint projects
withh other (non-German) forensic labs to test these markers further and to
evaluatee their use for population studies and forensics. A set of seven
markerss had thus made the journey from Berlin to Leiden and was primarily
beingg studied using the databases of these two labs.22 One of the results of
thee collaboration between Leiden and Berlin was a paper published in April
1996.. Under the heading "Discussion" it stated:
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Wee have demonstrated, for the first time, how sensitive PCR-based
methodss can be used to characterize highly informative haplotypes of Ychromosomall microsatellite loci. With four out of seven microsatellites
presented,, samples of Y-chromosomes could readily be differentiated with
respectt to their Dutch or German origin on the basis of allele frequency
alonee [...], and as many as 77 haplotypes have been observed for these loci
amongg the 159 males tested."
Byy comparing males in Germany and the Netherlands, two
neighbouringg populations, and detecting variation between them, these
scientistss found a strong argument in favour of Y-chromosomal markers, also
calledd microsatellites. According to the authors, Y-chromosomal markers are
goodgood genetic markers because they show differences between populations/
Furthermoree the paper also indicated that "the large within-population
diversitiess noted for haplotypes of Y-chromosomal microsatellites will
renderr them useful markers for forensic purposes."~~ Thus this set of Ychromosomall markers allows studies to be made not only of the genetic
differencess between closely related populations but also of differences within
thesee populations.
Thiss paper was in preparation when the head of Lab F was invited to
thee conference Human Genome Variation Europe: DNA Markers. There he
gavee a talk about Y-chromosomal markers and made a similar argument
presentingg results based on a comparison between Dutch and Inuit (Eskimo)
populations. 266 Many geneticists showed an interest in these markers and a
numberr of joint projects with other laboratories were initiated. The head of
Labb F was also invited to contribute to a report about genetic markers based
onn the round-table discussion introduced earlier. In this report, which I will
referr to as the "Marker Document," the head contributed a section on Ychromosomall markers. 27 Furthermore two more papers were published in
earlyy 1997, co-written by 27 geneticists, reporting a large-scale study
conductedd in various laboratories, comparing Y-chromosomal markers for a
largee number of populations. Their use in the field of population genetics
wass recommended and conditions for forensic application were indicated/
Onee could say that these Y-chromosomal markers have become good
geneticc markers. The markers meet the requirements of a number of
geneticistss since they can answer a variety of questions within different
contexts.. They have travelled from Berlin to Leiden, from Leiden to
Barcelona,, and have found their way into documents, papers, and various
laboratories/ /
Thuss Lab F has developed good genetic markers. But what happens to
theirr status if the Lab formulates a slightly different goal? What happens
whenn the Lab decides not to type humans but chimpanzees - and were to
showw particular interest in the differences between individual chimps? Even
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thoughh the markers were co-developed and tested in Lab F, and although
theyy have been shown to work in a variety of contexts, changing the goal
impliess that the markers would have to prove themselves anew, in the
contextt of chimp DNA typing. The question - whether these markers are
goodgood genetic markers - again becomes important.

Typingg Ten Chimps: How Far Can Y-Markers Go?
AfterAfter we had tested the first Y-chromosomal marker, I had a talk with
thethe head of the Lab about the results. He explained to me that the markers
wewe were testing had never been tested before on chimpanzees, and that the
allelesalleles we had already found were thus far unknown.
ContinuousContinuous experiments with these markers in chimps indicated
indeedindeed that none of the alleles we had found was of the same length as those
foundfound in human samples. We could conclude this now with more certainty
becausebecause we ran another type of gel, an acryl-amide gel using the ALF™
sequencer.sequencer. The Automated Laser Fluorescent sequencing machine detects
thethe fluorescent-labelled DNA fragments (labelled by the primers) via a laser
beambeam and gives more precise identification of the allele lengths. Also, unlike
thethe visualisation on the agarose gel, the allele information is no longer
physicallyphysically visible, but is processed via a computer and displayed on the
monitormonitor as graphs, on which peaks representing the alleles can be
depicted.depicted. It appeared that our interest in alleles was an interest in
sequencesequence lengths expressed by the distance between the primers. Our main
objectiveobjective was to compare the different allele lengths found in the different
samples.samples. Moreover visualisation of these alleles showed that they were not
asas "strong " as in humans (the bands were not as strong on agarose and the
peakspeaks were not as high on the ALF™). My supervisor explained that this
couldcould be due to differences between human and chimp DNA sequences.
AdditionalAdditional experiments, the sequencing of the loci, confirmed this
suggestion.suggestion. Differences between the sequences resulted in a reduced
alignmentalignment of the primers to the template DNA. Since the beginning and the
endingending of this region differed between humans and chimps, the primers that
werewere designed on the basis of human DNA could not attach easily and hence
diddid not show very "strong" bands. But although chimp DNA differed from
thatthat of humans, it was similar enough to be detected by the PCR-technology
andand to be visualised. This is not self-evident, and explains the exclamation
uttereduttered by my supervisor: "They did it. It worked! "
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Monitoringg V-chromosomal Markers in Chimps
Inn previous sections I have suggested that a DNA fragment is never by
itselff a marker. The monitoring of markers involves a set of technological
proceduress to which the DNA fragment must align itself in order to become a
marker.. Let us see whether we can learn more from this part of the case
aboutt monitoring and therefore about markers.
Y-chromosomall markers worked for chimpanzees. It was possible to
findd and visualise the alleles in all individuals. Even though the visualisation
off chimpanzee alleles indicated a reduced alignment (allele bands were not
ass "strong" as in humans), the technologies and methods were powerful or
"universal"" enough to type chimp DNA. Conversely, the chimp DNA
fragmentss have successfully become part of the technological procedures and
protocols.. From this perspective we could say that all Y-chromosomal
markerss we tested in Lab F could be monitored in chimps. It was possible to
visualisee all alleles. Might these markers then be considered good genetic
markers?? What was the visualisation about? And what does monitoring aim
too analyse?
Thee goal of the primate project was to identify individual primates by
theirr genetic material. For this purpose, the laboratory sought to develop
individualisedd data by tracing specific fragments of the DNA that in
combinationn produce an individual genetic profile, the basis for a genetic
passport.. The central question was whether Y-chromosomal markers could
doo the job. Do individual chimps differ enough in these marker fragments to
bee identified? Could these markers be considered good genetic markers for
typingg chimps? The Y-chromosomal markers are not just any kind of marker:
theyy are already part of the laboratory's context and routines. Lab F has
optimisedd their use in human populations, and studies of the markers for
humann forensic DNA typing were in progress.32 Furthermore the Lab as well
ass other geneticists have become enthusiastic about the potentials of this set
off markers. Thus Lab F has become interested in how far these markers can
go,, how many different goals can be reached using them and whether they
cann be used for human and non-human profile typing equally." Let us see
howw the project continued and whether the goal of chimp individualisation
couldd be attained.

Typingg Ten Chimps: Are Y-chromosomal Markers
Goodd Genetic Markers?
OnceOnce it appeared that the markers were working for chimps as well as
forfor humans, the focus of the experiments started to shift. The goal of the
PrimatePrimate Centre now came to the fore. We were interested not only in what
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thethe individual chimps looked like for these markers, but especially in how
theythey differed from each other. This applied not only in visualising the alleles,
butbut particularly in identifying the differences between the alleles. Since the
differencedifference between one allele and another is only a matter of length, our
previousprevious excitement started to wane. It became increasingly clear that for
mostmost markers the chimps have about the same allele. The high diversity, the
so-calledso-called polymorphism, reported in human individuals seemed not to be
presentpresent in chimps; they looked too much alike. Whereas four to seven
differentdifferent alleles could be detected in human populations, depending on
whichwhich marker was typed, the chimps showed only two alleles per marker,
whichwhich was not regarded as a significant variation.
OneOne of the seven markers tested in chimps, DYS 393, showed four
allelesalleles and was therefore informative. A second marker, a curious one
actually,actually, was found interesting for another reason. Since most males have
onlyonly one Y-chromosome, all marker fragments show one allele per
individual.individual. This is not the case for the DYS 389 marker. In both humans and
chimpschimps this specific marker shows two alleles per individual, one short and
oneone long. This indicates that the primer set attaches at two different
stretchesstretches of the DNA. Lab F has discovered that the primer set attached to
bothboth the marker fragment as a whole and to a smaller section in that same
fragment.fragment. Lab F has developed a more specific primer set for this marker to
identifyidentify each allele of the marker separately, indicated as: DYS 389 locus I
andand DYS 389 locus II. Beside this peculiar feature, the variation for this
markermarker was also not high. Like most other markers it showed only two
allelesalleles per locus. But why was it informative? Why was it polymorphic?
AnotherAnother criterion for polymorphism is instructive here, namely the
distributiondistribution of alleles among individuals. Unlike the other five markers for
whichwhich the chimps also carried two alleles, DYS 389 had an equal
distributiondistribution of its alleles among all chimps. To understand this, consider that
aa marker for which only one individual would have allele A, while the rest of
thethe population would have allele B, is not as informative as a marker which
showsshows allele A and B in a greater number of individuals. In the first case, the
chancechance that two individuals would look alike for this marker is
proportionallyproportionally higher than in the second case. For this reason DYS 389 was
foundfound to be informative, despite the low frequency of alleles.7,5 Since this
markermarker as a whole worked for chimps, and since it was found informative,
wewe tried to type the alleles of each locus separately (DYS 3891 and DYS
38911).38911). This was, however, not an easy task. In fact the primer set did not
workwork in chimps. After several attempts my supervisor explained that the
chimpchimp sequence may be quite different from that of humans, and that the
primerprimer set of the whole marker fragment may be strong enough to work for
chimps,chimps, whereas primers designed for each locus separately would not
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attachattach to the chimp DNA. Consequently, chimp-specific primers may have to
bebe designed in the future to separate the alleles in each individual chimp.*6
AllAll together we had one marker that proved to be informative and
readyready to use in chimps. A second marker might become a candidate for
futurefuture use, not because of a large number of alleles, but especially because
ofof a more even spread of the alleles. All other y-chromosomal markers were
notnot informative for chimp DNA typing. But the identification of each chimp,
i.e.i.e. producing a DNA profile based on an individual-specific combination of
thethe alleles found for each marker, would require more genetic markers.
WhatWhat other markers would be appropriate to identify chimps?
Beforee addressing how the project developed and how the lab set out
too answer the question about genetic passports, let us return to the
monitoringg of markers and consider how it affected the Y-chromosomal
markers. .

Monitoringg Variation in Chimps
Afterr the first excitement about the visualisation of the Ychromosomall alleles, it became clear that visualisation was not the main aim
off monitoring markers. Not the marker fragment as such was considered
informativee but, especially, its length. Having detected and determined the
allelee length, Lab F learned that they were all chimp-specific, i.e. not found
inn humans. This information could be an interesting means of differentiating
betweenn chimps and humans. But as we have seen, at least five of these
markerss were no longer considered for typing chimps. What does this mean
inn terms of monitoring? The lab and the Primate Centre wanted to learn
aboutt the possibility of differentiating each individual chimp, each individual
macaque,, or each individual baboon on the basis of its genetic makeup. This
pointss to a more specific type of monitoring. Monitoring is a goal-directed
activity,, a purposeful visualisation. This indicates that a good genetic marker
iss also goal-invested. In our case it meant that it should work for all chimps
equallyy and - most importantly - that it should show differences between
individuall chimps. Markers that bore these qualities were considered good
geneticc markers. One could say that markers that came with that specific
messagee were considered good for monitoring.37 One of the markers (DYS
389),, however, was considered a good genetic marker whereas five others
weree not. This was not because this marker suggested a higher variability,
butt because of the distribution of alleles; it was considered polymorphic,
indicatingg that polymorphism as a quality of monitoring was not only about
differencess but also about similarities within a given group. An allele that
cann be found in only one member of a group does not contribute so much to
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thee criterion of polymorphism as an allele that can be found in - say - 50%
off its members. Monitoring polymorphisms is monitoring ratios of difference
andd similarity within a specified group. As such it may contribute to the
differentiationn between individuals within this group.
Hencee a good genetic marker should, at the same time, contribute to
thee analysis of what it reveals.38 It should produce a rate of similarity and
differencee according to criteria set for specific goals. From this we learn that
monitoringg is not only a technological achievement of a marker, i.e. a
visualisedd DNA fragment; monitoring is also a methodological achievement,
i.e.. invested in terms of goals and criteria set forth in a specific practice.39
Onlyy those markers that could be visualised and that met the criteria for
similaritiess and differences were considered good genetic markers and could
thuss be monitored.
Takingg this type of monitoring into account, how can we understand
thee question of the Lab regarding the general applicability of Y-chromosomal
markers?? We can conclude that Lab F has learned that these markers can be
monitoredd in chimps as well as in humans for other purposes. The markers
wouldd enable Lab F to differentiate between humans and chimps, since the
alleless in these species do not match. At the same time it became clear to the
Labb that most of these markers could not answer other questions, such as the
questionn of chimp identification. Most markers changed a differenceproducingg practice in humans into a similarity-producing practice in chimps,
andd therefore could not contribute to the production of chimp DNA profiles.
Hencee there are limitations to the applicability of these markers depending
onn the goals in question.40 Furthermore the experiments with DYS 389
indicatee another feature of markers. Changing the primer set to separate the
alleless in that locus was not successful in chimps. This result emphasises the
technologicall components of markers. Whereas the first set of primers was
powerfull enough to type the chimp alleles, the second, more specific primer
sett no longer worked. It was not the chimps' DNA that changed, but the
technologyy to copy and visualise that fragment. This indicates that the
successs of technical procedures that assist the visualisation of a marker
fragmentt is not self-evident. To know that a marker fragment can be
monitoredd does not necessarily imply that it can be visualised under any kind
off condition or in any kind of practice.
Sincee five out of seven markers were not found informative for chimp
profilee typing, because they did not show a significant variation, and since
thiss feature of genetic markers was found particularly interesting, Lab F
decidedd to look for other genetic markers.
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Bringingg in Other Markers

InsteadInstead of testing other markers from the lab, my supervisor decided
toto select markers that have proved to be variable in chimps in other
laboratorylaboratory practices. He gave me a copy of a paper and asked me to have a
looklook at it. It presented a large-scale study comparing human and non-human
primatesprimates for 42 markers. The next day we went through the paper and he
explainedexplained which markers would be interesting for the primate project.
ProvisionallyProvisionally he suggested three: FRAXA, DRPLA, SCAI, markers of socalledcalled disease genes. ' These markers were promising because they showed
variationvariation in humans and chimps as well as in gorillas, baboons, macaques,
rhesusrhesus monkeys, orang-utangs, and marmosets. Since our study was only a
pilotpilot study and given the fact that the same procedure would also have to be
followedfollowed for other primates, choosing these markers would save a great deal
ofof work in the future.
TheThe paper gave some further information about the markers, namely
thethe primer sequences and indications for the PCR programs.
The suggested
primerprimer sequences had to be ordered from a pharmaceutical company. The
ordering,ordering, a very precise procedure, is usually done via electronic mail.
TypingTyping into the computer the exact sequence order of the nucleotides of the
primersprimers involves checking and double-checking the sequences. We ordered
thethe primers and awaited them eagerly. When they arrived we started typing
thethe chimps based on the PCR conditions indicated in the paper. None of the
markersmarkers worked! I could have made a pipetting or another mistake, so we
triedtried again, but without any success. Again no alleles. The markers worked
neitherneither for chimp nor for human DNA. After having tried different samples it
becamebecame clear that we had to change the "PCR conditions", which consist of
aa number of variables: first the primers, but these we could not change since
theythey were the most crucial piece of information in the paper; then the enzyme
andand the nucleotides,
but they were standardised,
supplied by a
pharmaceuticalpharmaceutical company, and they had worked well, as we learned from
otherother lab members who had also used them; next, "the salt solution " or the
so-calledso-called buffer should preferably not be changed since there were too many
variablesvariables in the solution itself. So the PCR programme was the only
possibilitypossibility left. My supervisor started rewriting the programmes based on
thethe primer sequences.
The markers came to be
AA long period of trial and error started.
labelledlabelled "the experimental primers" during laboratory discussions. At a
certaincertain point programmes for DRPLA and SCAI started to work - for
humans,humans, that is. Why not for chimpanzees then ? Maybe the DNA we had
extractedextracted a month earlier had already started to deteriorate. It was
suggestedsuggested that we should test this possibility with a mitochondrial DNA
marker.marker. Mitochondria
have a large number of small, circular DNA
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moleculesmolecules and their alleles are much easier to detect. The mitochondrial
markermarker showed very strong alleles. So it was not the quality of the DNA.
AgainAgain new PCR-programmes were suggested. I asked my supervisor: "Since
thethe programmes worked for humans, why not keep them and change the salt
solutionsolution instead?" Again he objected because he wanted to keep that
standardised.*standardised.*5 5
AtAt the next lab meeting we reported on the problems we had
encountered.encountered. One lab member suggested contacting the authors of the paper
andand asking them about their experiences: "They might have other lab
conditions.conditions. " A discussion about lab conditions ensued. Another lab member,
whowho was also working in a diagnostic lab, reported that they used different
saltsalt solutions for different markers (whereas our lab had a standard salt
solution)solution) and that they used standard PCR programmes (whereas we had
marker-specificmarker-specific PCR programmes). During the meeting I asked about thi
difference.difference. Laboratory practice was the key here. In a diagnostic lab,
samplessamples of individuals are kept strictly separate. Individuals are usually
screenedscreened for a number of markers, and experiments are conducted on one
individualindividual at a time. The most efficient way to do this would be to run one
PCRPCR for all the markers at the same time. The variable in this kind of lab
wouldwould be the salt solution. Our lab studied individuals and populations and
comparedcompared these for one marker at a time.46 So an efficient PCR-run consists
ofof as many samples as possible from different individuals to be typed for one
marker.marker. Therefore the lab has different PCR programmes for different
markers.markers. After this discussion I understood the lab's general motivation and
II stopped asking questions about salt solutions.
MoreMore PCR programmes were designed and tested. Making the
markersmarkers work became an obsession. One lab member suggested that we
conductconduct a search on the Genome Data Base (GDB) and look for other
markersmarkers with more marker information. This was no option. They had been
shownshown to work in the scientific paper so they should work here as well, we
reasoned.reasoned. After a while we started to have some results in DRPLA and
SCAI,SCAI, and as expected they proved to be variable for the chimps: six alleles
werewere found for DRPLA and five for SCAI. For the third marker, FRAXA, my
supervisorsupervisor contacted colleagues at the neighbouring diagnostic lab, who had
aa great deal of experience with this marker. But it turned out that their
primerprimer sets were labelled by radioactive groups, whereas we were working
withwith fluorescent groups. Consequently it did not make sense to use their
protocols.protocols. Yet another lab in the Netherlands was contacted and they sent us
differentdifferent PCR programmes, but nevertheless advised us to drop this marker
becausebecause it was too hard to type. It appeared that the problems we had with
thisthis marker were due to the sequence of the marker fragment. The intricacies
ofof the fragment prohibited its amplification.^ Specific nucleotide repeats in
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thethe sequence caused the fragment to fold in complex ways which made it
difficultdifficult for the standardised PCR technologies and chemicals to copy the
fragment*fragment*99 Their protocols suggested a special type of nucleotide to expedite
thethe amplification. With some modifications in the PCR programme suggested
andand the addition of these special nucleotides, we started to have results with
thisthis marker. Finally we were also able to detect four alleles in the chimps.
AltogetherAltogether we then had a set of five and perhaps six markers that were
readyready to use for chimp profile typing and to be tested on the rest of the
primates.primates.5050 This set proved workable for chimps and it met the criteria for
profileprofile typing because it showed a considerable variability in each marker
fragment. fragment.
InIn the meantime the highly organised lab, with clear-cut procedures
andand protocols, had changed dramatically. PCR machines as well as the ALF
sequencersequencer would be overbooked, colleagues would wish us good luck with
breedingbreeding chimps, others received presents of the (unknown) trademark
MonkeyMonkey Jewellery Inc., and the previously well-organised and well-marked
setset of PCR programmes would include programmes such as: Sky (SCAI),
TouchTouch down (SCAI), amadel (DRPLA) and Hot PCR (FRAXA).

Monitoring:: Good Genetic Markers
Typingg Y-chromosomal markers in chimps revealed monitoring
problemss for most of these markers. Although they were known as good
geneticc markers for human DNA typing, they did not meet the criteria of
similarityy and difference in chimps. To get round this problem, Lab F had
chosenn other markers. The Lab decided to look for markers that were
guaranteedd to be polymorphic in chimps and hence could contribute to their
profilee typing. The set of markers chosen could thus be termed good. But
oncee introduced into Lab F, the markers faced other problems. The
experimentss that followed made clear that markers are more than justt a DNA
fragmentt or a variability found by comparing different individuals for that
fragment.. A good genetic marker is not dependent on the DNA fragment
only.. These experiments showed that the technical constituents of markers
weree not self-evident, "universal," or problem-free. This feature had not
becomee apparent in the Y-chromosomal markers because they were already
operativee in Lab F.S1 The newly introduced markers and the technologies and
practicess they embodied proved to have decisive consequences for their
monitoringg in the Lab. Taking this into account, it could be said that what
makess a marker a marker, i.e. a DNA fragment that can be monitored, could
justt as well be a PCR programme, a salt solution (a buffer), a radioactive
labelledd primer, a fluorescent labelled primer, a complexity in the DNA
fragmentt or a specific type of synthesised nucleotide in the reagent."
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Whereass the problems with Y-chromosomal markers occurred on the DNA
level,, namely the absence of polymorphisms in chimps, the problems of the
neww markers could be located on the socio-technical level, namely in the
practicalitiess of laboratory work and how these are embodied in markers.
Consequentlyy what makes a marker a good genetic marker is dependent on
itss eventual applicability in a variety of contexts. Monitoring these markers
inn Lab F could only be done by establishing alignments and links between
thee technicalities of these markers and Lab F's practice. As has been shown,
Labb F appeared to be more flexible in changing its PCR programmes and was
reluctantt to change the buffer (the salt solution). It became clear that markers
mightt serve broader goals and become good genetic markers but to succeed
inn this they had to establish their qualities in a variety of contexts. This
featuree might be termed an "achievement" of markers which augments their
practicabilityy in various contexts.
GoodGood genetic markers for typing chimps involved both the DNA and
thee successful enactment of a socio-technical practice. Hence criteria for
similaritiess and differences should not be sought in the DNA only, but also in
thee practicalities that contribute to the monitoring of markers.
Thee chimp case made it clear that markers are "hybrids." They are
objectss of study, methods and technologies to know that object, as well as
thee signs or visualisation of them. It was argued that a good genetic marker
forr one specific job or in a specific context may well lose its usefulness when
transportedd to another practice or when the goal of the experiment changes.
Thiss might lead to the conclusion that since there are various ways of
"knowing"" DNA and genetic variation, and since different practices produce
differentt knowledge, there is no privileged view in genetics. Should this lead
too the claim that markers work and may become good genetic markers in
isolatedd practices? Practices are never merely local. In fact the round-table
discussionn introduced at the beginning of this chapter illustrates the
organisedd character of scientific work and of the traffic in markers. Let us
considerr the remarks quoted at the beginning once more, and see how the
locall and the global are negotiated and how this may affect knowledge
assistedd by genetic markers.53

AA Roundtable Discussion
"A list of markers should be made, as an indication to newcomers in
thee field and in order to compare the different data."
Thiss remark indicates that geneticists do not work alone but within a field.
Evenn more, it indicates a need to exhibit the collective nature of scientific
work,, especially to newcomers, via a list of markers. Comparison of data and
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geneticc markers that might facilitate this are, like the geneticists themselves,
cruciall to the field and contribute to its existence.
"We need to have some consent about the markers so as to compare
thee results."
Emphasisingg consent about which markers should be on the list suggests that
knowledge,, although a product of local practices, becomes meaningful only
withinn communities. This indicates that local scientific practices are
informedd by criteria that transcend local contexts. Since the comparison of
dataa is not self-evident, comparability should be built in at an early stage of
experiments.. This quality is delegated to markers. Hence the "global" aim of
scientists,, namely that of working together, is to be implemented in local
practicess to produce this possibility beforehand. A list of markers should do
thee job. But what about content? Does not a list of markers predefine what
typee of knowledge will gain pride of place? From the chimp case it became
clearr that markers are actively involved in what can be known about how
individualss and populations relate to each other. For some markers chimp
TNO-11 might as well have been chimp TNO-2 whereas for other markers
theyy were distinguishable. Let us focus on the criteria suggested for markers
andd view their impact on the content of knowledge.
"Preferably markers that do not require the use of radioactivity."
Choosingg certain markers and not others for safety reasons, such as not using
radioactivee labelled primers, has an impact on the type of knowledge that is
possible.. Again the chimp case is instructive. Lab F could not learn from the
practicee of a neighbouring lab because they used radioactively labelled
primers.. So neither comparability of data nor safety measures is external to
knowledge.. They too determine which technologies become most favoured
inn learning about genetic lineage.
"Criteria for markers should be that they show variation between
populations." "
Thiss is an important criterion for population geneticists working on human
variation.. Such geneticists are interested not only in similarities of
populationss but also and especially in the differences between them.
Somethingg that easily escapes the eye, however, is how markers work
togetherr to produce similarities and differences. To make this point clear let
uss take the example of the differences between Dutch and German males,
addressedd in the paper discussed in the chimp case. The authors of the paper
arguedd strongly in favour of Y-chromosomal markers since these markers
allowedd them to distinguish between Dutch and German males. The results
weree produced by combining marker information (alleles). These
differences,, however, were not based on combinations of alleles that
belongedd to actual individuals but on combinations of alleles, also called
"haplotypes,"" belonging to actual and virtual individuals. Testing more
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markerss at the same time allowed these geneticists to produce "genetic
profiles"" (haplotypes) of more "individuals." Hence, in studies of similarities
andd differences, comparisons become more powerful when markers "work
together"" since it becomes feasible to compare more than the sampled
individuals.. In a way, markers are like scientists: they work best and produce
moree together. Thus knowledge about genetic variation and diversity is not
onlyy framed via the choice of markers but also via the arrangement of marker
information. .
"We need markers that are selectively neutral to different population
structures." "
Thee suggestion made here is that markers should work for all populations in
thee same way and that they should provide information without respect to the
populationss studied. The problem raised is that within-population structures
mayy be "reflected" in the markers studied. Hence marker fragments may be
selectedd for and may not inherit at random. Comparing populations is then
problematicc because it is no longer clear what is being compared. However
difficultt it is for geneticists to know beforehand what they are comparing, in
studiess of diversity it is important to presuppose that marker fragments are
inheritedd independently (without social or biological constraints) within a
givenn population. This presupposition is called random mating. The markers
suggestedd here presuppose random mating for particular DNA fragments in
alll populations studied. These criteria would turn those markers into
"universal"" markers.
"What we need right now is a list of priority markers."
Prioritisingg some markers emphasises the variety in local practices and the
needd to attune these practices in order to work together and to reach certain
goals.. At the same time a list of priority markers indicates that there are
tensionss involved in doing so.
"What is the use of such a list if people aren't working with it
anyway?" "
Whosee markers will be on that list is crucial. As discussed above, a list will
nott only have consequences for the type of knowledge, i.e. the kinds of
geneticc diversity being produced, but also for the type of practice transported
fromm one lab to the other. What if a lab is working successfully with
radioactivelyy labelled primers?
"One could recommend things now, but it would be preferable to
choosee for a democratic procedure, such as people reacting from their
ownn experience of research."
Markerss involve practices and technologies and mobilise these when
travellingg from one lab to another. The comment quoted acknowledges this,
andd recognises the difficulties involved in changing existing practices. Some
practicess are more flexible than others, and introducing new markers may
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meann changing laboratory work. But to take the experience of research into
accountt indicates that both local and global aims should be negotiated in the
listt of markers itself.
"What are good genetic markers?"
Thee round-table discussion shows that it is not easy for a genetic marker to
goo unnoticed under the umbrella of a priority list. Good genetic markers
appearr to be products of collaboration and comparison of data, of technical
investmentss and safety measures, of practices and compatibility between
differentt practices, but also products of decisions about which part of the
DNAA is to be studied and how many different parts of that DNA are to be
studiedd and combined. All these criteria and qualities show that markers are
neitherr merely local nor entirely global.

Too Conclude
Geneticc lineage and diversity are dependent on markers. The concern
off this chapter was to investigate what a genetic marker is. In this
investigation,, the definition of a marker pointed in the direction of the DNA.
Laboratoryy practice, however, suggested other sites for learning about
markers.. We learned that markers are enacted as a variety of things, such as
protocols,, PCR programmes, chemical solutions, and that aligning these
turnss a marker into a good genetic marker. A marker can thus be termed a
socio-technicall network, in which humans, technical devices, chemicals,
DNAA and procedures to handle it are linked in a specific way to produce it.
Consequentlyy enacting markers in a new context is dependent on the kind of
worldd that can be introduced to a laboratory and the kind of alignments that
cancan be established there.
Thiss has implications for studies of diversity and lineage. This very
qualityy of markers not only puts constraints on what can be standardised and
howw but also on our ways of learning about genetic diversity. Various
technologiess may be at hand in the field of genetics to do this, but making
thingss work in a variety of practices equally evokes questions about which
technologiess will have pride of place in learning about diversity and lineage.
Itt could be said that rather than a universal tool, a good genetic marker is a
highlyy invested category in which genetic diversity resides.
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Notess to Chapter 3
1.. For a similar narrative strategy, analysis and style, see Annemarie Mol and
Johnn Law, "Regions, Networks and Fluids: Anaemia and Social Topology,"
SocialSocial Studies of Science 24 (1994): 641-71. Note that whereas Mol and
Law'ss elegant analysis contributes both to social theory and to an
understandingg of anaemia, the main objective of the case studied here is an
analysiss of a routine-like technology in laboratory practice.
2.. These as well as other contributions to the discussion were elaborated in a
documentt that should function as a guideline on the choice of markers, see
Jaumee Bertranpetit, "Recommendations on the Use of Genetic Markers in
Humann Genome Variation Studies" (Working document, 1996). This
documentt will be referred to as the "Marker Document." In the end the
Markerr Document was not issued but circulated, via e-mail correspondence,
amongg a number of geneticists who contributed to the document and
commentedd on it. Bertranpetit, the editor of the document, presented the
results,, in a way a list of priority markers, at a meeting of the European
HumanHuman Genome Diversity Project: Regional Committee, which took place on
25thh January 1996 in London. My references to this document are based on
thee copy that was distributed by Bertanpetit via e-mail on 3rd February 1996.
3.. In the Book of Abstracts of this conference, under the heading
"Presentation",, Bertrantpetit states: "In the program, a large amount of time
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hass been reserved for discussion as consensus will be sought on the technical
advantagess and informativeness of the various marker technologies. It is our
aimm that presentations and discussion will mainly focus on DNA markers"
{Book{Book of Abstracts Euroconference Human Genome Variation in Europe:
DNADNA Markers [Barcelona, 9-10 November 1995]), p. 1.
4.. During The International Planning Workshop held in September 1993 in
Portoo Conte, Sardinia, the fine-tuning was on the side of population, such as
thee sampling procedures (criteria for sampling, how many individuals per
populationn and how to inform the individuals about the goals of the
scientists)) and which populations should be studied first. The endeavour then
wass to produce a "priority list" for the populations, see The Human Genome
DiversityDiversity (HGD) Project: Summary Document (HUGO Publication, 1993),
pp.. 12-33. The issue of population and the sample strategy of the Diversity
Projectt was topic of a previously held workshop in October 1992 at
Pennsylvaniaa State University. Furthermore, in the Marker Document it is
arguedd that: "Other crucial issues in genome variation analysis are not
consideredd here, comprising the choice of populations, sampling strategy,
availabilityy of samples through central repositories (of DNA but plasma may
bee useful), fingerprinting of reference specimens, data bank results,
numericall analysis of results and many others", Bertranpetit, Marker
Documentt (above, n. 2), p. 2.
5.. "Glossary" in Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood, eds., The Code of Codes:
ScientificScientific and social issues in the Human Genome Project (Harvard
Universityy Press, 1992),375-384, at p. 381. A similar definition can be found
inn the "Glossary of Terms" in Department of Energy, DOE Human Genome
Project:Project: Primer on Molecular Genetics, (Washington, D.C.: DOE, 1992), p.
36. .
6.. In molecular biology, a "DNA marker" was originally a synthesised DNA
fragmentt of known size, through which the molecular weight of target
fragmentss could be determined," see Daniel L. Haiti, Essential Genetics
(Sudbury:: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 1995), p.379.
7.. The complete human genome, coding and non-coding DNA, consists of 3,
5000 million base-pairs and the percentage of coding DNA may differ
dependingg on which literature is considered. The figure of 5 % is based on,
Daniell J. Kevies, "Out of eugenics: The Historical politics of the human
genome,"" in Kevies and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 5), pp. 3-36, at p.
24. .
8.. The significance of this difference can be seen in the criticism voiced
aboutt the (physical) mapping of the human genome. The critiques considered
itt too time-consuming and costly and not informative as such; the so-called
large-scalee sequencing without a directed interest in specific genes was seen
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ass a waste of effort. See for example, Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood,
"Reflection,"" in Kevies and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 5), pp. 300-328,
att pp. 300-301.
9.. For an excellent study on routine-like technologies, such as the
technologiess analysed in this paper, see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch,
"Thee Sociology of a Genetic Engineering Technique: Rituals and Rationality
inn the Performance of the "Plasmid Prep"," in The Right Tool For the Job: At
WorkWork in Twentieth-Century Life Sciences, ed. Adele E. Clarke and Joan
Fujimuraa (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 77-114.
II apply the notion of performativity to make clear that "objects" do not exists
inn isolation, but are dependent on humans, materials and techniques. What
thesee objects are made to be, which version of them is being performed, is
thuss dependent on practices. Moreover, this suggests that objects are not
stablee as such, and that their "existence" is dependent on the successful work
off humans and non-humans, see also chapter 5 for references and an
elaboration. .
10.. It seems that linguistic metaphors are privileged over visual metaphors in
geneticc work. The language metaphor produces, as it were, a "natural" fit
betweenn the accomplishment of the various actors in the lab. Lab members,
technologyy as well as DNA, appear to be literate, capable of reading and
writing.. On the linguistic metaphor in genetics, see Evelyn Fox Keller,
"Sensee and Syntax: Metaphors of reading in the history of genetics" (paper
presentedd at the ASCA conference Come to Your Senses, Amsterdam, 25-29
Mayy 1998), Evelyn Fox Keller, Refiguring Life: Metaphors of TwentiethCenturyCentury Biology (New York: Colombia University Press, 1995); see also
Lilyy Kay, "Ascent of the informational Gene" (paper presented at the
conferencee Postgenomics? Historical, Techno-Epistemic, and Cultural
AspectsAspects of Genetics, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin,
Julyy 1998). See on the limits of the linguistic and visual metaphor in
genetics,, Amade M'charek, "Reply to Evelyn Fox Keller and Kaja
Silverman"" (paper presented the ASCA conference Come to Your Senses,
Amsterdam,, 25-29 May 1998).
11.. Trying to find out a little more about where the idea of monitor comes
from,, I came across some amazing, yet familiar stories. First of all, there is
thee "Monitorial System", also called the Lancaster System, after its initiator.
Introducedd in the nineteenth century, this British educational system was
basedd on the tutoring of younger or weaker pupils by older and better
scholars.. Secondly, a monitor turned out to be a special class of lizard, the
varanus.varanus. Represented by thirty species, some of them up to three metres they
aree long, fork-tongued and gluttonous, with a long neck and heavy scales. A
monitorr is also a special kind of warship, specially designed for the
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Americann Navy with many technical novelties, good for 40 basic patents.
Operativee at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
century,, the monitor was a heavily armoured ship with shallow draught, thus
ablee to sail in shallow waters and rivers where large vessels could not enter.
Sincee it also had a low free-board, the monitor was difficult for other ships to
hit.. But the monitor's heavy and far-reaching cannons, positioned on a
rotatingg tower, could easily damage large ships at a distance (Encyclopedia
Britannica,Britannica, 198?, 258-9). This brief history shows that monitoring, just like
otherr technologies of vision, is historically charged and technologically
invested.. Hence the technologies of vision cannot be considered innocent or
unproblematic.. Rather than looking for another metaphor or category of
analysis,, I have chosen to exmaine the category of monitoring and explore it
forr the purpose of my argument. My interest in monitoring comes close to
Haraway'ss theorisation of what she calls "the metaphor of vision." She
arguess that: "the visual metaphor allows one to go beyond fixed appearances,
whichh are only the end products. The metaphor invites us to investigate the
variedd apparatuses of visual production, including the prosthetic technologies
interfacedd with our biological eyes and brains" (Donna J. Haraway, "Situated
Knowledges:: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective,"" in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature,
Donnaa J. Haraway [London: Free Association Books, 1991], 183-201), at p.
195. .
12.. See also Paul Rabinow, Making PCR: A Story of Biotechnology
(Chicago,, London: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), pp. 1-5.
13.. In the laboratory this is the first and most practical method of visualising
thee DNA fragment; it takes less time than the ALF sequencer and is less
expensive.. The detection of alleles via the ALF sequencer is also based on
electrophoresis;; instead of ultraviolet it requires laser light for visualisation.
Thankss to the computerised approach, the ALF sequencer produces not only
raww but also processed data. One could say that with this feature the ALF™
fusess what Amann and Knorr Cetina have "identified" as "data" and
"evidence",, which are defined by the different practices they involve; the
ALFF sequencer produces both data and evidence simultaneously; see Klaus
Amannn and Karin Knorr Cetina, "The Fixation of (Visual) Evidence," in
RepresentationRepresentation in Scientific Practice, ed. Steve Woolgar and Michael Lynch
(Cambridge,, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1990), 85-121.
14.. These ladders, also called sizers, serve as molecular weight "markers";
seee Haiti, Essential Genetics (above, n. 6), p.379.
15.. See Amann and Knorr Cetina for an elaboration on gatherings of
laboratoryy members around visual objects, depicting what is visualised in the
processs of talking about this. Emphasising the interconnectedness between
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thee laboratory talk and the (visual) object of research, Amann and Knorr
Cetinaa refer to "the talk" as "the machinery of seeing", Amann and KnorrCetina,, "The Fixation of (Visual) Evidence" (above, n. 13), p. 92.
16.. Analogously, Annemarie Mol argues that the "thickening of the intima"
inn cases of "atherosclerosis is not all alone" either, but is dependent on
visualisations,, chemicals and tools added to the tissue to be analysed as well
ass the skilled eye of a technician; see Annemarie Mol, "Pathology and the
Clinic:: An Ethnography of two Atheroscleroses," in Intersections: Living
andand Working with the New Medical Technologies, ed. M. Lock and Alberto
Cambrsioo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). Also Hans-Jörg
Rheinbergerr argues that the tools of molecular biology are involved in the
objectt of research, so that they become macromolecules themselves: "Die
Scherenn und die Nadeln, mit denen Gene geschnitten und gespleiBt werden
undd die Trager, mit denen man sie transportiert, sind selbst Makromolekiile"
(Hans-Jörg.. Rheinberger, "Von der Zelle zum Gen: Reprasentationen der
Molekularbiologie,"" in Raume des Wissens: Representation, Codierung,
Spur,Spur, ed. H-J. Rheinberger, M. Hagner, and B. Wahrig-Schmidt [Berlin:
Akademiee Verlag, 1997], 265-279), p. 275. My use of alignment is akin to
thatt of Joan Fujimura's. Whereas Fujimura takes the broader context of
laboratoryy work and social interactions into account, I focus more on
technologiess and their practicalities in this context, see Joan H. Fujimura,
"Constructingg 'Do-able' Problems in Cancer Research: Articulating
Alignment,"" Social Studies of Science 17 (1987): 257-93.
17.. This is the former TNO-Dutch Primate Centre. TNO is the Dutch
Organisationn for Applied Scientific Research (Nederlandse Organisatie voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijkk Onderzoek). In the mid-1990s the
Primatee Centre became a semi-private organisation aiming at becoming the
world'ss largest primate centre. This endeavour may guarantee considerable
financingg from the Dutch government.
18.. Furthermore the head of the Lab used to hold a position in the Leiden
TNO,, where he conducted and guided research into heart disease.
19.. The Y-chromosome is one of the so-called sex chromosomes which are
normallyy inherited by men only. Daniel Haiti defines Polymorphism as
follows:follows: "The presence in a population of two or more relatively common
formss of a gene, chromosome, or genetically determined trait" (Haiti,
EssentialEssential Genetics [above, n. 6], p. 445; emphasis added).
20.. In June that year, when we had a meeting with the chairman of the
primatee centre, he seemed to be somewhat disappointed that we had started
withh the chimps. He would have liked us to start with the macaques instead,
forr they are the most frequently used in laboratory research and thus the most
interestingg object of trade.
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21.. This is the "Institut fiir Gerichtliche Medizin" at the Humboldt
University,, Berlin.
22.. The Y-chromosome was insufficiently studied by population geneticists,
butt interest in this chromosome has been growing. In the small amount of
publicationss during the early 1990s it was argued that the Y-chromosome did
nott show considerable polymorphism (genetic variation). It was only towards
thee middle of that decade that some work provided evidence for
polymorphismss on the Y-chromosome. At the 1995 conference Human
GenomeGenome Variation in Europe: DNA Markers in Barcelona, a group of young
populationn geneticists (Mark Jobling, Peter de Knijff, Chris Tyler-Smith and
Anttii Sajantila) working on Y-chromosome variation, was highly appreciated
forr its "pioneer work" on the Y-chromosome. They all participated in the
panell for the conference's round table discussion and were all invited to
participatee as co-writers of the report about genetic markers, Bertranpetit,
"Markerr Document" (above, n. 2).
23.. L. Roewer et al., "Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of Ychromosome-specificc microsatellites in two closely related human
populations,"" Human Molecular Genetics 5, no. April 19 (1996): 1029-1033,
att p. 1031. An allele should here be understood as a term expressing
differentt sequence lengths, found for one marker in different individuals and
measuredd by the distance between the primers. See also footnote 31. A
MicrosatelliteMicrosatellite is an alternative name for short tandem repeats in a marker
region.. For example the nucleotide sequence ACTACTACT would be a
tandemm repeat consisting of three nucleotides ACT. The tandem may vary
betweenn two and five nucleotides, see W.S. Watkins, M. Bamshad, and L. B.
Jordee M., "Population Genetics of Trinucleotide Repeat Polymorphisms,"
HumanHuman Molecular Genetics 4, no. June 2 (1995): 1485-1491.
24.. See chapter 2 for an elaboration of the interdependence of markers and
population. .
25.. Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular Variance" (above, n. 23), p. 1032.
Haplotypes,, as referred to in this paper, are conceptual genetic profiles (a
combinationn of alleles of different loci for one individual) used as a
statisticallyy informative measure to compare population similarities and
differences. .
26.. P. de Knijff, M. Kayser, M. Krawczak, P. Dieltjes, K. van Leeuwen, E.
Bakker,, L. Roewer, "Y Typing Using STR's" in Book of Abstracts (above, n.
3),, p. 31.
27.. Section 8 of "The Marker Document" addresses Y-chromosomal markers
basedd on a collaboration between P. de Knijff (Leiden) and M. Jobling
(Lancaster),, see Bertranpetit, "Marker Document" (above, n. 2).
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28.. P. de Knijff and et al., "Chromosome Y Microsatellites: Population
Geneticc and Evolutionary Aspects," Int J Legal Med 110 (1997): 134-49; M.
Kayserr and et al., "Evaluation of Y Chromosomal STRs: A Multicenter
Study,"" Int J Legal Med 110 (1997): 125-33, 141-9. These papers are the
resultt of the first meetings of the Y-Users Workshop held in Berlin in 1996,
whichh was initiated after the 1995 conference Human Genome Variation in
Europe:Europe: DNA Markers held in Barcelona.
29.. One could say that these markers have become what Bruno Latour has
called,, "immutable mobiles" in the sense that they produce and are products
off a network of scientists and laboratories, technologies and tissues,
literaturee and methods, see Bruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in
RepresentationRepresentation in Scientific Practice, ed. Steve Woolgar and Michael Lync
(Cambridge,, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1990), 19-69. See on the
limitationss of "immutable mobiles" Mol and Law, "Regions, Networks, and
Fluids"" (above, n. 1), and for a critique, see Joan H. Fujimura, "Crafting
Science:: Standardized Packages, Boundary Objects, and "Translation"," in
ScienceScience as Practice and Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering (Chicago: The
Universityy of Chicago Press, 1992), pp. 168-211.
30.. Reading the information produced on the ALF™ does definitely require
training.. An unskilled viewer may see a broad range of peaks in complex
graphs,, where a trained eye would locate the actual allele-peaks within a
couplee of seconds. Also, the ALF™ comes with a software program, the ALF
manager,, which allows practitioners to determine the allele length and to
"polish"" the graphic representations by homing in on the target peaks and
amplifyingg them on monitor and printouts. In accord with Michael Lynch's
treatmentt of scientific visual object (specifically of photographic images and
diagrams),, one could term this conduct an "upgrading" of the visual object
geneticc marker; Michael Lynch, "The External Retina: Selection and
Mathematisationn in the Visual Documentation of Objects in the Life
Sciences,"" in Lynch and Woolgar, Representation in Scientific Practice
(above,, n. 29), pp. 16Iff. For an elaboration on how the visualisation of
geneticc markers assisted by the ALF can be understood in terms of Michael
Lynch'ss analyses of the photo-diagram pairs, see Amade M'charek,
"Mediation"" (above, n. 10).
31.. Hence for Lab F the difference between the one allele and the other is a
differencee in length. But an allele may mean different things in different
contexts.. For evolutionary studies an allele may refer to the sequence proper,
andd differences between alleles may be categorised according to differences
inn nucleotides, e.g. by mutations in the sequence. Hence not the length but
thee sequence order is relevant here. In disease studies the genetic code,
namelyy the triplet of nucleotides coding for an amino acid or a protein, is
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moree relevant in determining alleles. From this perspective, the difference
betweenn one allele and the other may be a difference in triplets that code for
thee same acid or protein, e.g. both GAA and GAG code for the amino acid
Glutamine.. Furthermore, a frequently used definition of an allele states the
following:: "One of several alternative forms of a gene occupying a given
locuss on the chromosome. A single allele for each locus is inherited
separatelyy from each parent, so every individual has two alleles for each
gene"" (Kevies and Hood, "Glossary" [above, n.5], p. 375). Note that this
definitionn contains a bias. First of all, alleles on the Y-chromosome are
inheritedd from the father only, so the individual does not have two. Secondly,
theree is a bias for coding DNA in this definition: the definition refers to
genes,, so the largest amount of DNA, the so-called "junk DNA," is not
includedd here. Thirdly, there is a bias for nuclear DNA: chromosomal DNA
iss exclusively nuclear DNA. Mitochondrial DNA which is outside the
nucleus,, on the mitochondria, is excluded.
32.. See, Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular Variance" (above, n. 23), p.
1032. .
33.. The Forensic Laboratory is in the process of having more and more of
thesee Y-chromosomal markers accredited by the Dutch Board of
Accreditation.. This will allow the Lab to apply these markers for all forensic
DNAA cases.
34.. Since males usually have only one Y-chromosome, it is strange to find
twoo alleles for a marker in an individual. For this marker it appears that the
primerr set (the synthesised sequence indicating the beginning and the end of
thee marker fragment) matches two loci on this chromosome, and therefore
showss two alleles per individual.
35.. This is because profile typing is based on a rate of difference rather than
onn absolute differences, also called matching likelihood estimations.
Combinedd with statistical analysis a rate of difference will allow the lab to
identifyy individual chimps, see chapter 2 for the individualisation of genetic
profiless and matching likelihood estimates.
36.. Provisionally, for the purpose of sequencing, we diluted the two allele
fragmentss from the agarose gel. After electrophoresis, the specific allele
fragmentss are "physically" locatable on different parts of the gel, and by
cuttingg the gel into pieces we could retrieve the fragments separately for
furtherr experiments.
37.. It is interesting to note that are there are two categories of markers,
referredd to as mini- and micro-satellites, emphasising the transmission of
informationn involved. The types of markers discussed in this chapter are also
calledd micro-satellites.
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38.. This is comparable to Lynch's argument about diagrams. Diagrams not
onlyy represent what can be seen but also what can be claimed about a
biochemicall structure; Lynch, "The External Retina" (above, n. 30), pp. 163168. .
39.. My use of "achievement" here, is akin to Harold Garfinkel's theorising
off "passing" as the work of achieving a "natural" and "normal" status within
specificc contexts; Harold Garfinkel, "Passing and the managed achievement
off sex status in an "intersexed" person part 1," in Studies of
Ethnomethodology,Ethnomethodology, Harold. Garfinkel (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1967),
185. .
40.. Also Roewer et al. indicate that these markers may work for certain
forensicc tasks but not for others, Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular
Variance"" (above, n. 23), p. 1032. Even though the variation found in humans
iss high, it was not possible to identify all individuals studied on the basis of
thesee markers only. Thus markers lose their usefulness when the set goals
change. .
41.. D.C. Rubinzstein and et al., "Microsatellite Evolution: Evidence for
directionalityy and variation in rate between species," Nature Genetics 10
(1995):: 337-341.
42.. Disease genes are studied extensively because they are correlated to a
specificc disease. The abbreviations stand for the diseases they are associated
with.. FRAXA stands for a type of the fragile X syndrome, SCAI is
associatedd with the spino-cerebellar ataxia type 1 and DRPLA stands for
dentatorubral-pallidoluysiann atrophy; see Watkins et al., "Population
Genetics"" (above, n. 23), p. 1485.
43.. The paper indicated only the so-called annealing temperature. On this
basiss the PCR programmes could be deduced. The PCR programmes are
basedd on different numbers of cycles expressed in time and temperature of
denaturingg and annealing. Primers attach at different temperatures to the
DNAA fragment according to their sequences. These annealing temperatures
havee to be optimal for an adequate copying of the DNA. "Denaturing" of the
DNAA means that the double-stranded and helix-shaped DNA is pulled apart
intoo two single straight strands. This optimises the possibility for the primers
too attach at the beginning and the end of the target sequence and thus the
copyingg of the DNA. "Annealing" is the movement of two single strands of
DNAA to form one double-stranded DNA. Just before doing so the primers
attachh to the single strands, preventing them from clinging to one another and
forcingg the single strands ( or better the enzyme polymerase) to use the "free
floating"" nucleotides in the solution in order to become a double strand
again. .
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44.. This indicates that genetic markers cannot entirely be understood as
immutablee mobiles, as I suggested earlier (above, n. 29); once moved to
anotherr context they prove to be mutable. See also Mol and Law, "Regions,
Networks,, and Fluids"(above, n. 1).
45.. With Jordan and Lynch, one could term this a kind of "practical
conservatism."" If things have proved to work in previous experiments,
laboratoryy members tend to be "superstitious" about changing their mode of
working;; how the number of variables work together cannot be understood in
rationall ways only; Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology of a Genetic
Engineeringg Technique" (above, n. 9), pp. 93-4.
46.. In chapter 2 I have shown that Lab F cannot "know" an individual
withoutt a concept of population. Thus individual genetic makeup and that of
aa population are mutually dependent.
47.. Although the forensic work of Lab F can be categorised as routine work
ratherr than fundamental science, the experiments I describe here echo Karin
Knorrr Cetina's claim that laboratory action is about making things work; see
Karinn Knorr-Cetina, The Manufacture of Knowledge: An Essay on the
ConstructivistConstructivist and Contextual Nature of Science (Oxford, New York:
Pergamonn Press, 1981). Moreover the argument that the markers introduced
too Lab F should work since they have been shown to work in another and a
presumablyy similar context, underlines that scientific work may rely on a
varietyy of previous practices, as long as a kind of similarity can be
presupposedd between these practices, even at the risk of failure and the loss
off time and resources, Ibid, at 57-63. For a variety of stories about making a
routine-likee technology work - such as the plasmid prep (a cloning
technology),, see Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology of a Genetic Engineering
Technique"" (above, n. 9).
48.. The so-called secondary structure of the DNA makes it difficult for the
fragmentt to denature. Therefore the whole PCR procedure was inhibited, the
markerr fragment could not be copied and consequently it was not possible to
detectt the alleles.
49.. FRAXA contains a CGG repeat. The nucleotides C and G also
complementt each other in the fragment, producing between the two strands
thee base-pair C-G. The large number of C-G bonds in this fragment
introducess so-called secondary structures to the DNA. The double helix
structuree of the DNA is known as the primary structure. Due to the
secondaryy structure of the sequence, the PCR method which is based on the
denaturingg (the straightening and pulling apart) of the DNA fragment is
inhibited,, since it now has a double task: the denaturing of two structures at
samee time.
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50.. This set consists of FRAXA, DRPLA, SCAI, lmtDNA marker, DYS 393
andd perhaps DYS 3891 and n.
51.. For how concepts as well as laboratory practice are involved in genetic
objectss such as "probes," see for example Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology
off a Genetic Engineering Technique" (above, n. 9); Fujimura, "Crafting
Science"" (above, n. 29). Moreover, Fujimura argues that standardisation
increasess "the doability" of laboratory experiments and that it conversely
reducess laboratory uncertainties and time investments. In a way the newlyintroducedd primers obliged Lab F to open its "standardised packages" of
doingg PCR, see Fujimura, "Constructing 'Do-able' Problems in Cancer
Research"" (above, n. 16).
52.. See Mol, "Pathology and the Clinic" (above, n. 16); Rheinberger, "Von
derr Zelle zum Gen" (above, n. 16). I would like to emphasise that the DNA
cannott be viewed as "resource" that allows for any kind of representation: it
iss actively involved and co-determines the tools of representation as well as
thee way it is represented (as in the case of FRAXA). Representations are thus
bestt understood as configurations of traces of "the epistemic thing," the
DNA,, as well as the tools and practices of representation; see Rheinberger,
ibid.,, p. 274.
53.. For the sake of this argument I have changed the order of the statements.
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